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Abstract
A morbidly obese 24 years old male patient has BMI=35, presented for cervical surgery after sport injury rendering him quadriplegic. In such patient there is high susceptibility for deep veins thrombosis and pulmonary embolism, and pulmonary hypoventilation. This paper reports the unusual presentation of both risk factors namely femoral thrombosis and restricted ventilation after positioning in prone position (on Jackson neurosurgical spine table). It presents how anesthesia team, surgeons and interventional radiologist dealt with this life threatening conditions and conducted the treatment procedures safely.

INTRODUCTION
This report describes a rare case suffered in perioperative period of deep venous thrombosis and respiratory difficulties due to positioning in prone position for posterior approach of cervical spine surgery. Also describes the management line adopted for safe outcome

Surgery in prone position was adapted in neurosurgery to prevent problems and complications of sitting position. Prone position is favorable for gas exchange and it has been used extensively in Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) ventilation in intensive care units. Morbid obesity has its own hazards of deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolus. Anesthesia and surgical positioning of morbidly obese patient carries three branched hazards namely: Morbid obesity, Prone position and Airway preservation problems.

CASE REPORT
A morbidly obese 24 years old male quadriplegic athletic patient, [weight 150 kg, Height = 170 cm BMI=35], presented for emergency fixation of injured cervical spine.

MRI REPORT :- The CT scan showed fractures of the vertebral body of C5 and posterior arch of C5 as well as fracture of the left transverse process of C6 with C5-C6 dislocation and it showed small posterior displaced fragment into the cervical canal detached from the vertebral body of C5. - The MRI shows swelling of the spinal cord mainly opposite C6 vertebra with high signal intensity within the spinal cord indicating significant cord contusion. No MRI evidence of tear or discontinuity of the spinal cord. Cord edema is extending superiorly until the level of C2. There is obliteration of the pre and retro-spinal CSF spaces due to cord edema. There is a straightening of the cervical spine. There is injury and displacement mainly posterior of the inter-vertebral disc at the level of C5-C6. There is associated para-vertebral posttraumatic soft tissue edema (Fig 1).
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Figure 1
Figure 1: MRI Conclusion: Severe medullary contusion opposite C5 and C6 vertebrae with cord edema extending upwards until the level of C2 with visibility of small area of medullary hemorrhage opposite the vertebral body of C6 and the spinal cord is swollen at the level of the injury. However, no evidence of cord rupture. Severe injury to the C5-C6 intervertebral disc which is torn with posterior displacement of the posterior portion and inferior displacement of the anterior portion along the anterior aspect of C6 vertebra.

After induction of anesthesia, an ultrasound report on the day of surgery indicated the presence of deep vein thrombosis (DVT) of lower limb. Vascular ultrasound of both lower limbs veins on 12-2-2008; examined bilateral common femoral and left femoral, left popliteal veins showed phasic flow, augmentation and compressibility. Right femoral and popliteal veins are dilated, filled with hypoechoic materials and not compressible. Impression: Acute DVT in right femoral and popliteal veins (Fig 2).

Figure 2
Figure 2: Vascular ultrasound of both lower limbs veins on 02-Feb.-2008: Bilateral common femoral and left femoral, left popliteal veins showed phasic flow, augmentation and compressibility. Right femoral and popliteal veins are dilated, filled with hypoechoic materials and not compressible. Impression: Acute DVT in right femoral and popliteal veins.

The team faced the following dilemma: Going forwards with the surgery will expose the patient to pulmonary embolism risk under anesthesia, while postponed the surgery to treat the DVT will expose the patient to bleeding problems and neurological compromise. The decision was taken to insert IVC filter (Fig 3) and to proceed for surgery.

Figure 3
Figure 3: IVC filters at L2/L3 level below renal veins drainage.

Despite of smooth intubation with preservation of neck stability, air leak was detected during prone position on Jackson spine table®, in addition of increase of airway pressure due to a severe limitation of chest cage. It was impossible to proceed with the planned long surgery, instead repositioning the patient on ordinary surgery after re-laying the patient in supine position and fiberoptic confirmation of correct endotracheal tube integrity (no obstruction, no disruption) and placement was done, for clinical and medico legal view points. The tube was fixed at a lip level of 27 cm.

Surgery was done safely (Fig 4).

Figure 4
Figure 4: The fixation rodes are demonstrated in these Lateral and Antroposterior imaging of the neck bones.
The postoperative course of the patient was smooth. He was admitted to the surgical intensive care unit; starting immediately a therapeutic anticoagulant low molecular weight heparin. He respiratory physiotherapy and Incentive spirometry. The patient was extubated two days later. He continued doing well, i.e. no post operative pulmonary or hemorrhagic complications.

DISCUSSION

Morbidly obese patient carries more problems when exposed to bed confinement. The most important to anesthesiologist are chest infection and deep vein thrombosis then immobilization. The patient' sport injury severity was due to heavy weight, since he got parapleagic after falling on his head and fractured his neck on jumping exercise. The hospital admission with loss of body movement added the risk of respiratory infection deep venous thrombosis; The anesthesia was shadowed with the risk of difficult intubation due to obesity and reducing the risk of more nerve injuries to the cord, the potential for serious complications after venous air embolism and successful malpractice liability claims are the principle reasons to use prone position in neurosurgical and spine surgery inWestern World [1] and then the rest of surgical world to follow. Early review of prone position practice in children soon showed its special type of complications; in 107 patients undergoing 119 surgical procedures in the prone position for posterior fossa or upper cervical lesions showed that the intraoperative complications encountered include cardiac arrhythmia, respiratory complications, cardiac arrest, hypothermia, air embolus and technical difficulties. In all but three children the problems were minor and easily remedied. It was seen that the use of controlled ventilation appears to reduce blood loss, permits excellent relaxation of the exposed tissues and had some anesthetic advantages [2]. Sedated-paralyzed morbidly obese patients, compared with normal subjects, are characterized by marked derangements in lung and chest wall mechanics and reduced lung volume after abdominal surgery. These alterations may account for impaired arterial oxygenation in the postoperative period. [3] Many report examined the special risks in obese surgical patient as difficult venous access, difficult to position on surgical table and other factors which are patient related like co-morbidity and post operative respiratory hazards including sleep apnea and lung collapses [4-6].

Porne position has a key role in posterior approach in spinal surgery; Soon ophthalmic complication of edema and acute vision loss temporally and permanent appeared in literature [7,8]. It still debatable if reduction of intraocular perfusion pressure is due to raised intraocular pressure (IOP) or due to all reasons of reduction of systemic mean arterial pressure (MAP).

For surgeon and anesthesiologist the inherited problems of airway in fixed and poorly accessible airway in such reported patient would add extra burden. Reports indicated the occurrence of airway obstruction for various reasons like mucous plug, blood clot and defective endotracheal tube [9,10,11,12,13]. accidental extubation of a patient while placed in the prone position during spine surgery then successfully managed this emergent problem by inserting a Laryngeal Mask Airway (LMA) while maintaining the patient in the same position [14]. Cardiac arrest and fibrillation has been successfully as well reported [15]. Risk factors, as mentioned in the reported case and review, for intra-operative cardiac arrest in patients in the prone position include: cardiac abnormalities in patients undergoing major spinal surgery, hypovolaemia, air embolism, wound irrigation with hydrogen peroxide, poor positioning and occluded venous return. In this report; Theprone position added the risk of airway loss, the effects position on rigid longitudinal side support bares of Jackson spine table was an added risk.

The prone position on longitudinal metal supportive bars trapped the chest and upper abdomen to almost restrictive respiratory stop The solution was changing the position using the transverse supportive high rubber bars positioned under the chest and pelvis, made better control of respiration. Checking the position of the tube, by fiberoptic bronchoscope, was important for (1)- clinical to assure that there were no dislodgement or interruption of the integrity of the tub, orr obstruction and (2) medico legal purpose. This report indicate the importance of preoperative preparation and optimization of the patient to surgery on one hand and watch for unusual events and potential hazards surrounding the thin or obese patients of this position.
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Also we would like to mention that this report is founded on poster presentation at FINAS (The First International
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Neuroanesthesia Symposium in Riyadh KFMC 2008 April 14th. Jackson spine table is state of art for surgery and radiographic imaging developed to highest specification. Mizuho OSI is a Delaware Corporation. Manufactured in the USA.

The local dealer representative indicated that this table is not intended for morbidly obese patients. This report does not describe a faulty design rather unsuitability for morbidly obese patient.
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